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BC Girl Guides Dive deep with Ocean Networks Canada's Ocean Aware Challenge
VICTORIA, BC. - Ocean Networks Canada (ONC), an initiative of the University of Victoria,
has teamed up with BC Girl Guides to introduce girls and young women from age 5 to 18 to
the wonders of the ocean beneath the surface and to inspire their natural curiosity in marine
sciences.
Regardless of where we live, the ocean affects us in ways we may not realize?from the food
we eat, to the weather we experience. TheOcean Aware Provincial Challenge is a series of
fun, science-based activities designed to encourage Sparks, Brownies, Guides, Pathfinders
and Rangers to think about how the ocean influences us, and how we influence the ocean.
A Provincial Challenge is an additional and elective Girl Guide resource that reflects the
unique interests of girls across the country. Currently there are 30 challenge crests offered
through the BC Girl Guides program.
Girls explore the seven principles ofOcean Literacy to complete the Ocean Aware Challenge.
Some of the activities include: making a glowing deep-sea fish, creating an ocean circulation
?water cake,? trying to hear like a whale, conducting science experiments and completing
numerous service and imagination challenges. When completed each girl will be presented
with an Ocean Aware Challenge crest, a colourful patch she can sew onto her camp hat or
blanket.

The new BC Girl Guides patch

Information about participating in this challenge can be found through the BC Girl Guides or
ONC?s learning pages.
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Quotes:
?We?re so excited to be engaging so many girls and young women in ocean
science, as well as Canadian marine technology,? saidMaia Hoeberechts,
Associate Director, User Services at ONC. ?This challenge will also help create
a growing awareness of all the aspects of marine technology, while reaching out to
young people who will be the decision-makers of the future.?

South Vancouver Island Girl Guides Area Commissioner, Sharon Doty
is delighted to have a new challenge within Guiding that has started on the west
coast and focuses on the marine environment. ?I am hoping that all of our girls,
from Sparks to Rangers, take this opportunity to learn more about the ocean

habitats around us,? she said. ?By doing the Ocean Aware Challenge they?ll be
educating themselves on the wonders of the ocean, from the seashore to life on
the seafloor.?

?We?re thrilled to add Ocean Literacy to our Provincial Challenges,? adds
Julie Thomson of the BC Program Committee. ?The Ocean Aware Challenge is
the first of its kind in Canada, and it invites Girl Guides to learn about the ocean
and participate in fun marine science activities, regardless of where they live.?

?Our goal was to bring the ocean to everyone, not just girls who have the ocean
on their doorstep,? addsONC Education Coordinator and Guide leader, Monika
Pelz, who worked on developing the activities. ?These games, crafts and
experiments make it possible for anyone to learn more about the ocean
environment, no matter what your age.?

About Ocean Networks Canada
Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) operates the world-leading NEPTUNE and VENUS cabled
ocean observatories in the northeast Pacific Ocean and the Salish Sea. These long-term
observatories continuously collect physical, chemical, biological, and geological data,
supporting research into complex Earth system processes. In addition, ONC established
community ocean observatories in Cambridge Bay, Nunavut and Mill Bay, British Columbia,
with similar systems being developed across Canada. Designated one of only four of
Canada?s Major Science Initiatives, ONC receives generous support from the Canada
Foundation for Innovation, Networks of Centres of Excellence of Canada, Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council of Canada, Transport Canada, Western Economic
Diversification, IBM Canada, and the Canadian Network for the Advancement of Research
Industry and Education (CANARIE). The Government of Canada and the Government of
British Columbia both contributed to the installation of the Ocean Networks Canada
infrastructure. http://www.oceannetworks.ca

About Girl Guides of Canada
Guiding provides a safe environment that invites girls and young women to challenge
themselves, to find their voice, meet new friends, have fun and make a difference in the world.
Girl Guides of Canada-Guides du Canada (GGC) strives to ensure that girls and women from
all walks of life, identities and lived experiences feel a sense of belonging and can fully
participate. Girl Guides is an organization with more than 100 years of history and a strong
and growing future. Join Us. https://www.girlguides.ca
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